THE WORLD’S MOST CERTIFIED TRACKS

GEL SERIES
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY WITH FORCE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

THE WORLD’S ONLY SMART SURFACE.
Ask for SMART. Available exclusively from Rekortan.
THE WORLD’S GREENEST TRACK

This dual durometer 13mm, impermeable system features 2 specialized layers, with a durable wear layer and a unique environmentally friendly force reduction base.

FAST TRACK WEAR LAYER
Smaller rubber granules are encapsulated for increased durability

TRADITIONAL WEAR LAYER
Seamless, dense matrix of PU and rubber granules for longevity

GEL BASE LAYER
High grade, environmentally friendly PU made from renewable resources is combined with rubber granules. Provides planarity for consistent footing and energy return for maximum speed

HIGHLIGHTS
- World Athletics Certified System
- Formulated to resist UV degradation in the world’s harshest climates
- Featuring a unique green layer, based on 70% renewable polyurethane, resulting in a total of 88% renewable/recyclable content
- Top wear layer is poured-in-place and embedded to a seamless, predictable surface that resists spikes
- Force reduction and energy return sustained over a greater temperature range than typical PU systems
- Hydrophobic formulation repels water, enabling these surfaces to resist water damage

COLORS
Additional & Special Colors are available on request.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WEB: www.rekortan.com
EMAIL: info@rekortan.com